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new Book The Test of Time. Please join me.

ARIES new Moon

a
There are always positives
and negatives. In every
moment we have creative potential and choices. Some planetary combinations are more difficult than others. This
Aries New Moon is involved with Chiron and
Mercury. Aries ruler, Mars joins
Saturn and Juno in Aquarius,
squaring the Nodal Axis. These

aspects are challenging, with Juno’s vengeance of disloyalty front
of mind. Chiron is about to commence a new synod, exposing
wounds and potentially rubbing
salt into them. Mars-Saturn aspects are often hard tests with a
measure of frustration.
The more hopeful combination
sees Jupiter and Neptune converging towards their alignment in

mystical Pisces. This union creates a positive sextile/trine to the
Nodal Axis. Jupiter-Neptune is
exact mid-month and promises
peace, understanding and empathy.

The eternal question that astrologers are always asked is, ‘is that
good or bad?’ There is no clear
way to answer this question. Each
moment has positive and negative
possibilities. The real question is,
how can I become the best person I
can be? How can I use aspects,
whether natal or transiting, to
bring about a positive outcome?
How can astrology help me manage difficult times? We are all
growing, developing and evolving
and we can try to become better
human beings and make better
choices.

Gift idea

Order your 2022 calendar available now Hard copy or download.
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CHARTS IN THE NEWS
ANTHONY ALBANESE
Leader of the Australian Labor Party, Anthony
Albanese, was born 2 March 1963 in Sydney. No
known time of birth is available so I am using a
noon chart.
His Sun is in Pisces and is involved in a powerful
conjunction with Chiron, while also tightly opposing Pluto and Ceres. This suggests he has developed into the person he is through some difficult
experiences and tough life lessons.
Albanese recently underwent a metamorphosis,
losing a lot of weight and sporting an altogether
more smart persona. He is looking more like
Prime Minister material. Those who have a strong
Pluto in their charts often experience transformations, in this case his image (Sun) has clearly
been reformed.
Currently, Jupiter is moving through Pisces. In his
recent Solar Return chart (outer wheel below)
transiting Jupiter is not far from his Sun and he

has a Jupiter return in early April. Transiting Neptune is at 22-23 Pisces, and crossing his natal Jupiter throughout this month.
Albanese is 59 and he has just had his second Saturn Return, which is a key time in life for one’s
professional standing. Saturn transits often ramp
up the level of responsibility and accountability.
Meanwhile, transiting Pluto is on his South Node
and his Venus—a clear indication of the process of
metamorphosis that he is undergoing. Mars and
Venus have recently crossed his Venus too.
All these powerful transits suggest that this Solar
Return is a major time in life that is inviting him to
step up and forward. There are a lot of outer planets triggering personal planets by conjunction,
which are often seen at the start of a new chapter.
Without making specific predictions, these transits
seem to be endorsing him as our next Prime Minister.

Next month I will look at Australia’s chart and the
chart for the day of the Federal election to see
what further hints these charts might reveal. May
14 is being touted as the likely date.

LIBRA Full Moon

An peaceful and harmoni- nificance of this alignment on page
ous vibration is suggest- seven.)
ed by this Full Moon
Jupiter is the traditional ruling
chart.
planet of Pisces, and Neptune is the
Despite Eris being in modern ruler. These planets are
close proximity to the very much at home in mutable waSun, potentially stirring ter and are essentially singing in
up trouble, Mars has harmony.
shifted into calm Piscean waters
Expansive and fluid, spiritual and
and Juno is about to follow suit.
imaginative, this union has an
Pluto is however squaring the Sun abundance of hopefulness, underand Moon, which offers us a way to standing, empathy and compasrise above difficulties if we can. It’s
a process of letting go, or metamorphosis, so we might have to delve
deep to do this.

The key feature of this Full Moon
chart is the powerful conjunction of
Jupiter and Neptune. This conjunction happens every 13 years but has
not happened in Pisces since 1856.
(More details on the historical sig-

g
sion.
Libra’s ruling planet, Venus, is also
swimming in Piscean waters, making a communicative sextile to Uranus and Mercury. Mercury and
Uranus enter into an insightful dialogue with one another in practical
Taurus, where new sustainable ideas can be developed into standards
and policies.
Peaceful resolutions are foreshadowed.

The Test of Time

The Sacred Dance of

~~~

Venus and Mars

~~~
How should we interpret motionless planets? What kinds of challenges and opportunities do they symbolise?
Packed with a host of fascinating case histories of well-known people and events,
my new book The Test of Time documents the phenomenon of stationary
planets, including a range of dwarf planets
and asteroids.

Place an order

This book details my research into the 32year cycle of Venus and Mars.
The symbolic connection between these
celestial lovers is mirrored by their interaction as metals copper (Venus) and iron
(Mars). This passionate exchange creates
life on this planet and has immense impact across social settings and generations.

Place an order

JupiteR+Neptune
Jupiter is the traditional
ruling planet of Pisces,
and Neptune is its modern day ruler. Both planets share similar themes
of expansiveness and
spirituality and are very
much at home in the
sign of the fishes. They are in sync.
Jupiter-Neptune conjunctions happen at 13 year intervals, but they
have not united in Pisces since
March 1856.
So what was happening in the
world at that time that might provide some insight into our current
world situation?
One notable event was the signing
of the Treaty of Paris (there have
been several treaties of this name)
but this one brought an end to the
Crimean War. The Treaty was
signed on 30 March 1856. Russia
lost that war.

It’s a sad and tragic reality that we
are now seeing war in the same
region of the globe. Putin is seeking to expand Russian territory
by reclaiming Ukraine which was
part of the old USSR.
Putin announced the invasion at

the time of the Venus-Mars conjunction. Venus, Mars, and Vesta
went on to unite with Underworld
Pluto over recent weeks.
The potential for positive news is
that this peaceful Jupiter-Neptune
conjunction is exact in Moscow on
the local descendant (representing
others). This is also the midpoint
of Sun-Eris–Athena group in Aries

and Saturn in Aquarius, potentially brokering a peaceful solution to
this conflict. Hopefully, it does not
manifest as a further desire to expand Russian territory.
The conjunction forms an harmonious trine/sextile with the Nodal
Axis, promising an equitable and
workable solution.
I hope so.

The Zodiac

Order your
2022 calendar now...

Organiser
~~~
Keep all your ideas, plans, dreams and
doodles together in this easy to use
Zodiac Organiser.
Divided into 12 sections, one for each
sign of the zodiac, you’ll find a place for
every aspect of your life.
From Affirmations to Adventure, from
Gardening to Gift Ideas, Home to
Health, there is a spot for everything.
Best of all, it will be easy to find your
notes again later when you need them!
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